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Preface
Doorstep School has always promoted children’s education with innovative programmes. It has done important work
for the education of children of construction workers whose itinerant lifestyle forces their children out of the
mainstream education system. So, the main aim of Doorstep School is to bring the education system to such children,
if they cannot access the system otherwise.
Doorstep School has employed a number of innovative strategies to make education possible for children, who,
otherwise would be deprived of the opportunity. There is a foundation course through which children on
construction sites are given instruction in basic literacy. The school on wheels, i.e. classes conducted in a bus, is a
mobile school which can be taken from site to site.
The Right To Education Act has provided additional strength to these efforts. It serves as a basis for all programmes
for children’s education and the PPCE project pivots around it.
While working with children on construction sites and in some itinerant communities like Tilekar Vasti and Potaraj
Vasti, it was seen that although children are eager to go to school and learn, enrolling them in school was not
sufficient to retain them in school. Parents’ cooperation and initiative was crucial to children’s enrolment and
retention in school. Unless parents really desire to send their children to school, children’s education becomes
impossible. Therefore it was essential that parents and adults in the community be involved in the schooling of
children. If they become convinced about the need for children’s education and start making efforts towards that
end, DSS’s efforts for children’s education can be sustained.
If the parents are motivated, even if they move from site to site, or from city to city, they make sure that their
children continue their education. They inform the school authorities that they are moving and obtain a school
leaving certificate for the child so that the child can get admission in another school. As part of the evaluation team,
I have come across some of these parents.
The staff of DSS was given special training so that they developed conceptual understanding of the principles
underlying the programme. With practical training they became well-versed in the implementation aspects like
approaching the community, creating a relationship of mutual trust, using their communication skills to convince
parents and school authorities to get involved in the programme and providing help. Thus a committed team was
created.
During the three years of the PPCE project, the enrolment and retention of children covered by the project have
steadily increased. This rise is significant. Usually, families of construction workers live at the construction site, in
accommodations provided by the builder. However, there are instances of parents who have moved from one site
to another but have rented accommodation near the school, so that their children could continue attending the
same school without interruption. This is a sign of enhanced motivation on the part of parents.
DSS has used several innovative strategies to motivate parents and children. Providing transport for the children to
commute to school from the construction sites is one such strategy. Giving special attention to children who come
from non-Marathi communities is another. These children need help to learn Marathi and cope at school. This help
is given through tablets distributed among them so that they can study at home.
Seeking help from the community members and encouraging them to become Shikshan Mitra has led to community
participation. The Shikshan Mitras spread the message of RTE among the community and motivate parents to bring
their children to school.
Taking a survey of children who are of a school-going age and are eligible, organizing rallies, street-plays, role plays
are strategies mainly used for IEC (Information, education, communication). These are enjoyed by children and
adults alike.
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All this has helped in generating a spirit favorable to children’s education. The level of motivation seems to have
increased to such an extent that even after the partial withdrawal of the transport facility; parents are ready to take
their children to school or to organize paid transport for them.
DSS has applied certain indicators to assess the enhanced motivation of parents. The motivation level of parents can
be assessed as ‘Opposed’, ‘Neutral or ‘Motivated’. These indicators form a useful tool for gauging the sustainability
of their involvement in their children’s education.
This report on the PPCE project is very comprehensive. It takes into account all aspects of the project as well as the
perceptions of all stakeholders. It presents certain statistics on enrolment and retention, discusses the concept of
PPCE and its implementation strategies. It also presents some case studies that show the success of these strategies.
The report also discusses the professional development of staff members which is an important aspect of the
successful implementation of PPCE and has created strong bonds between the DSS and the community.
The report also dwells through the case studies on the social development of children due to being part of the
project. Socialization and assimilation into society are significant aspects of the education process.
The report is an important document that will help in replicating the strategies and improve upon them in order to
strengthen further projects and bring sustainability to the concept of Right To Education.

Ms Vidya Vaidya
(vidyapvaidya@gmail.com)
Independent Consultant
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List of Acronyms
AY
DSS
ECC
IEC
NGO
PMC
PPCE
PTM
RTE
SOW
UN
ZP

Academic Year
The Society for Door Step Schools
Every Child Counts a citizen’s campaign by DSS
Information Education and Communication
Non Governmental Organization
Pune Municipal Corporation
Parents’ Participation in Children’s Education
Parent Teacher Meeting
Right To Education
School on Wheels
United Nations
Zilla Parishad

Glossary of terms used in the document
First Steps Forward

Group Meeting
IEC Approach

Kautuk Meeting
Motivated Parents
Neutral Parents

One
on
One
Meeting
Opposing Parents

Project Foundation
Project Grow with
Books

Role Play

“First Steps Forward” is an initiative within Door Step School’s “Grow With Books”
project. The aim of this initiative is to increase the number of children reaching the
expected levels of learning at the end of the 1st standard.
Meeting with a group of individuals with similar interests and issues. Problems and issues
are discussed with an aim of finding solutions through discussion.
IEC is information, education, communication, a group of activities designed to promote
awareness about certain issues through: disseminating information,
Educating people through training and capacity building and dissolving misconceptions as
well as creating understanding through proper communication. It is a commonly used
short-form in training and capacity building.
“Kautuk” means appreciation in Marathi. Meetings organized at sites where children or
parents are appreciated and felicitated.
Parents who have positive attitude towards schooling and require information and initial
support mainly guidance to take responsibility of their child’s education
Parents who are not against schooling but are disinterested or scared because of
unfamiliar surroundings. They lack the knowledge of school enrolment processes and take
no initiative to find out
Meeting between field worker and one individual at a time, as a measure of intervention.
Individual issues are discussed at a personal level.
Parents who emphatically say “No” to children’s schooling and require more than
information and guidance. This group requires intensive work at individual level as well as
community level.
A Door Step School Programme where it sets up temporary education facility with the help
of the builders at the construction site.
A School intervention Programme by Door Step School for standards II to VII with the goal
of improving the reading skills of the children and generate a love for reading which would
eventually develop into a love for learning. Better reading also results in improving the
quality of learning and helps the children to cope with academics.
Enacting roles related to the issue at hand in order to educate the concerned people. (A
measure of IEC)
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School on Wheels

Shikshan Mitra
Street Play

U-DISE

A Door Step School Flagship programme where specially fitted buses are deployed to reach
children when there are delays in setting up schools at sites or when sites are small or
remote
Individuals who are convinced about the utility of the project and therefore participate in
the implementation by offering help as well as motivating parents.
A play performed on the streets, dealing with relevant social/political/economic themes,
aiming at raising consciousness of the people about issues of their concern.(A measure of
IEC)
Unified District Information System for Education is a database of information about
schools in India. It collects information on enrolment, availability of infrastructure and
teachers and other facilities available in all schools in the country. U‐DISE has the school
as the unit of data collection and district as the
Unit of data dissemination. It is under implementation in all the districts spread over 35
States and Union Territories of the country. Link to official site http://www.dise.in/
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1. Project Overview and Goals
1.1 Background
The Society for Door Step Schools (hereafter known as Door Step School or DSS) is an NGO (Non-Government
Organization) working in the field of literacy and primary education of urban underprivileged children since 1987-88
in the Indian cities of Mumbai and Pune. Urban under privileged children of migrant laborers (such as of pavement
dwellers, slum dwellers, construction site families, brick kiln and sugar industry workers) are not enrolled in school
and/or have limited access to books and a place to study.
All children deserve education. An alarming number of India's urban poor still remain without an opportunity to
receive formal education. Our mission at Doorstep School is to bridge this divide using innovative programs that will
bring education to these children and help them make the transition to literacy and a brighter future. Door Step
School has been addressing this gap through the following programs:
Direct Education Programme – “Project Foundation”: Children of construction site laborers do not go to school for
various reasons. Door Step School sets up temporary education facility with the help of the builders at the
construction site. Over 39000 children have gained literacy in the last 5 years through this programme
“School on Wheels”, specially fitted buses are deployed to reach children when there are delays in setting up
temporary education facility at sites or when sites are small or remote. These buses then become “Schools on
Wheels” and reach more than 500 out of school children annually.
School Intervention Programme – Project “Grow with Books”: Door Step School works with Municipal Schools to
conduct 90 minute reading classes in the primary schools. The goal of this programme is to enhance reading
capabilities of the children and improve overall educational performance of the children. 145,000 children have
benefited through these programmes over the last 5 years.
"First Steps Forward": A special intervention programme started in 2011 for improving the reading and literacy skills
of children in First Standard in municipal schools. This programme is run in 180 schools within Pune Municipal
Corporation and Pimpri Chinchwad municipal Corporation Limits. “First Steps Forward” is an initiative within Door
Step School’s “Grow with Books” project
“Community Learning Centres”: Community learning Centres cater to the educational needs of urban slum
communities. A Community Library, Reading Room Facility, Computer Classes and Science Laboratory are run at
these Centres. Over 1000 children benefit each year from these programs.
“Parivartan Training Center” provides customised inhouse teacher training programme and staff development
programmess to the 600+ staff as well as other NGOs.
“Every Child Counts”: In 2011, DSS launched a Citizens' Campaign- EVERY CHILD COUNTS to help meet the UN
Millennium Development Goal No 2 to "Achieve universal primary education" and enrolled 1300 children in 80
schools across the city of Pune. The campaign team identified major barriers to enrolment and regular attendance
in schools as– “Low Parental Awareness and involvement”.
A strong parent awareness drive was necessary to counsel and convince parents about the importance of education
for their child, be it a boy or a girl by gaining their trust and supporting them in overcoming their barriers to schooling.
This triggered the launch of the pilot project “Parents Participation in Children’s Education”

1.2 Context
The project “Parents’ Participation in Children’s Education” was launched as a pilot in February 2013 across two
areas of Pune viz Mohammadwadi and Kondhwa; with the aim of educating parents of urban underpriveleged
THE SOCIETY FOR DOOR STEP SCHOOLS, PUNE
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children on the Right to Free and Compulsory Education and the role they have to play to ensure their children
continue in school even after migration. The ECC campaign data showed the population of urban under privileged
children was high in Mohammadwadi and Kondhwa when compared to other areas of Pune. Therefore these areas
were selected for the pilot project.
The project completed the pilot period of three years in March 2016 and the aim is to evaluate pilot results and the
impact of the project; and document the model which is workable and replicable. This is not the first time the
programme is being evaluated, it was evaluated twice before, first at the end of year one by Samhita Social Ventures
(http://www.samhita.org/) in April 2014 and later at the end of year two in May 2015 by Tata Institute of Social
Sciences (https://www.tiss.edu/). However, the scope of both the evaluations was limited to the implementation in
that academic year and not the entire pilot period.
The focus of the first evaluation was on whether the objectives were achieved and to help improve the efficacy and
aid in scaling up the program. It was based on individual surveys administred to those parents who had not migrated
and were available for interviews and semi-structured interviews of school Principals.
The second evaluation assessed the quality and effectiveness of PPCE activities by adopting ‘multi-stakeholders’
perspective approach, involving parents, children and other stakeholders.
This exercice looks at the pilot project in totality i.e. all three years of implementation, strategy adopted,
implementation model, data collected during the course of the project and also interview stakeholders and staff.
This report documents the outcome of this exercise.

1.3 Project Goals
Urban underprivileged communities, in particular migrant laborers 1 either do not enrol their children in school or
discontinue their schooling in the event of migration. Non-enrolment is primarily due to their own illiteracy or lack
of knowledge that education is free and compulsory for children in the age group 6-14 years. Migrants also grapple
with problems of not knowing where the nearest Municipal school is located and also may not know the local
language. Even if they get to know, lack of knowledge of enrolment process and migration formalities deters them
from approaching the school.
The project aims to achieve sustainability of children’s enrolment and retention in school through parents’
participation by giving them information on RTE viz, Free and compulsory education until 14 years, right age for
enrolment, age appropriate enrolment, enrolment at any point of time during the academic year, school enrolment
processes and bringing a change in their attitudes in terms of their involvement in their child’s education.
As per the RTE Act, 2009, in private schools, 25% of seats in class 1 (or pre-primary) are for socially disadvantaged
and economically weaker sections in the neighborhood. The project has consciously not focused on this as it is
applicable for entry level and enrolment is only in the beginning of the academic year. The inherent nature of
migration warrants admissions throughout the academic year and hence children are enrolled in Municipal and Zilla
Parishad schools.
The objectives of the project are

1

from construction sites, brick kiln, sugarcane industries
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•
•
•

To create awareness among parents, teachers and community members about the principles and provisions of Right
To Education Act.
To engage parents in the enrolment procedure and handhold them so that they shoulder the responsibility of
schooling of their children.
To motivate parents to continue their children’s education irrespective of difficulties faced.

2. Methodology
The implementation of the project necessitated specific methodology, detailed below, in order to make its progress
smooth and to increase its efficacy. The methodology will also ensure replicability in future.
The main project tool is to establish rapport with the parents, guide them through the process of enrolment and
other processes needed for a child to maintain regular attendance and continuity. Parents get motivated once the
child starts showing interest and they see positive changes in one or more of behavior, body language, selfconfidence and interactions with other children in the school/community and learning levels. Once the motivation
sets in chances of retention in school and enrolment of other children in their immediate family (and extended
family) is high.
The project activities are designed to a) disseminate information about RTE act b) build capacity of parents in
discharging their responsibilities towards children’s education c) dissolve misconceptions and to create
communication channels between DSS and parents as well as between parents and teachers. Activities like role-play,
puppet shows, street plays and the like are undertaken to increase knowledge among parents and teachers and to
build up the right attitudes and to make them understand that education is a basic human right

2.1 Parent Categories
The experience of working with parents under the ECC programme shows three categories of Parents viz “Opposing”,
“Neutral” and “Motivated”.
1.

Motivated parents who only require information and initial support mainly guidance. (20%)

2.

Opposing parents who are initially opposed to children’s schooling and require more than information
and guidance. This group requires intensive work at individual level as well as community level. The main
task is of developing rapport and building trust. (10%)

3.

Neutral (70%) This number is large, particularly because this is a migrant group, speaks different
language, is already separated from their roots and has a lot of fear for children’s safety. They are not
against schooling but are disinterested, hesitant or scared because of unfamiliar surroundings. They
require some motivating and considerable hand holding.

Each Parent is categorized twice during the academic year. The first one is done after the first few interactions with
the parent and is called as “Category before Intervention”. It is based on what the parents say. Our experience
shows that most parents agree and say yes or OK for anything that is asked as they don’t yet trust the field staff and
don’t understand their motive. For example, a parent might say “I will enrol my child in school tomorrow” when
asked about enrolling his child/children in school but may not intend to do so. So, the first categorization is based
on what the parents convey (orally) during interactions with them. Therefore, it might appear that a Parent is
apparently “motivated” while he may be either “Opposing” or “Neutral”
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The second categorization called “Category after Intervention” is done before the closure of the academic year and
is based on the actions taken or not taken by parents regarding their child’s schooling. For example – “Parents visited
school and enrolled their children”, “Parents escort their child to school”, “Parents visit school for PTMs”, “Parents
did not visit school for enrolment”, “Parents did not complete transfer formalities before migration” etc.
The category “Before Intervention” helps plan strategies to address individuals and groups as each group requires
different set of actions. The category “After intervention” is used to assess the results of project activities.
For each Parent category typical behaviors demonstrated are tabulated in table 1. These behaviors were more or
less known, but the pilot project gave the opportunity to build a structure and identify the set of actions needed.
We also wanted to standardize the categories based on the behaviors demonstrated. Therefore, a rating scale was
developed to categorize the parents. This scale has evolved during the pilot phase and is described in Appendix III:
Behavior Indicator Rating Scale.
Table 1 Demonstrated behaviors and corresponding Parent Category

Demonstrated Behaviors/ Attitudes
Level 1 – Opposing
• Believe that the best thing for them is to initiate their
child into work at the earliest and education is not on
their agenda.
• Believe education has no value
• Lack a role model and have no tradition of education in
family
• Tradition does not allow them to send their children to
school such as Potaraj, Tilekar and Nandi communities
• Gender inequality - girls perform chores and tend the
family at home and hence do not need to be educated.
• May be aware of RTE but do not agree that they must
follow it.
Level 2 – Neutral
• May or may not be aware of RTE but do not take the
trouble to find out the location of school, enrolment
process etc.
• Have issues that prevent them from enrolling children like
– child performs household chores or looks after younger
siblings, language barrier, no transport facility, no birth
certificate of the child etc but do not take the trouble to
solve the issues faced.
• Believe that enrolling children in school disturbs their
work schedule.
• Believe that school is not a safe place
• Know that they are here for a short duration and hence
do not want to take the trouble to enrol the child or cause
disturbance in their immediate environment
• Some parents enrol their child but do not take any
interest in sending the child to school
• Level3 – Motivated
• Have positive attitude towards schooling
• Proactively enquire about nearest school to another
parents/site supervisor/any other individual
THE SOCIETY FOR DOOR STEP SCHOOLS, PUNE

Indicative Actions
• Build Trust & rapport. Talk to
parents often.
• Let them know that education is for
the welfare of the child and the
family.
• Show genuine concern

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Motivate & handhold.
Help them resolve the issues
that impede enrolment of their
children
Show them success stories.
Make them talk to parents of
school going children.
Show them the school/class
room.
Make them talk to other school
going children

Provide information on location
of nearest school, enrolment
process.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make visits to school for enrolment and other related
needs
Get their children ready on time for school
Make arrangements/provide after school study support
Give priority to school attendance and regularity.
Adjust own schedule of work-hours, holidays with school
calendar
Made transport arrangements for the child
Provide information on enrolment to other parents in the
community/labor camp
Assist other parents in school enrolment
Positively influence other parents’ attitude towards
education
Motivate other parents in the community

•
•

Encourage them to visit school
to check progress of their child.
Encourage them to participate
in Parent Teacher meetings and
all school activities like Sports
Day, Annual day etc.

The Project aims at converting all “Opposing” parents to “Motivated” parents and “Neutral” parents to “Motivated”
parents through a planned approach and appropriate set of actions over a three year period.

2.2 Process Steps
The geographic area for project implementation is to be finalized upfront. The potential areas are shortlisted based
on the density of the population of urban underprivileged children and children of migrant laborers such as
construction site, brick kiln and sugar industry. This is a multi step process involving inputs from sources like
Municipal Corporation, Local Police and websites of upcoming and ongoing construction projects.
•

•
•
•
•
•

The sanctioned plans from Municipal Corporation are filtered to identify large projects both by size (greater
than 1200 Sq Meters plot area) and duration (greater than 6 months). Websites of upcoming and ongoing
construction projects are also looked at to understand the size.
The list of authorized and notified slums is taken from local Police.
After looking at all these inputs, geographical area with a higher density of sites is shortlisted. In this
document, site refers to construction site or brick kiln or slum or an urban dwelling.
The higher the density of sites and unauthorized slums greater are the chances of finding out of school
children.
The geographic spread of the area also needs to be looked at, too wide implies project staff will spend more
time in travel to and across sites.
Another crucial factor to look at is the availability of resources. Typically, a pair of two field functionaries
can cover 20-25 sites within a radius of 3 Km.

The next step is to do baseline survey of sites. Two types of site surveys are carried out by project team 1) baseline
survey 2) door to door survey. Baseline survey is the first activity before the implementation begins and the formal
door to door survey is carried out after the children are enrolled in school. However, a dialogue is established with
individuals at sites after the baseline survey through one on one meeting, group meetings, counseling sessions etc.
These dialogues help to assess the willingness of parents to enrol their children in school
The methodology followed includes following steps:
2.2.1 Baseline Survey
After finalizing the project area, baseline survey is undertaken to identify the list of sites within the area and the
number of children in the age group 5-14 years. Children as young as 5 years are also counted as they can be enrolled
in pre-schools provided their parents can drop and pick them up from school. The following steps are carried out
during the baseline survey
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•
•

•
•
•
•

The ward maps of the proposed areas from Municipal Corporation (in this project from Pune Municipal
Corporation) form the basis of the survey.
The proposed area is combed for sites, slums and dwellings and marked on the map. Non-notified slums are
usually found during combing as there is no official record of them and may necessitate redrawing the boundary
to include them or other sites within the immediate vicinity but outside the ward map.
Conduct survey of all sites within the identified boundary to finalize the proposed sites for project
implementation. Sites where other NGOs work are excluded from the scope.
In the case of construction sites, collect data on presence of labor camp, likely duration of construction activity
and number of children in the age group 5-14 years.
In the case of slums and other dwellings collect data on presence of children in the age group 5-14 years.
All identified sites and locations of government schools in that area are mapped. So once children are located
selection of schools is easy and obvious

Box 1: Change in Baseline Survey Strategy
During the baseline survey in February 2013, data on number of children present at each site was collected. Their
age was not explicitly recorded, and we ended up counting children as young as three months and as old as 16
years! In July 2013, after the children were enrolled in schools it was discovered that the number of children
enrolled from project sites is about one-fourth of the children found during the baseline survey. This prompted us
to change our baseline survey format and include columns to record the age group of children (0-4years, 5-7 years,
8-14 years).
See

Appendix I: Baseline Survey Form

Figure 1: Sites & Vastis from project area
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2.2.2 Preparatory Camps
Large numbers of children belong to families hailing from outside Maharashtra and do not know the local language
Marathi which is the medium of instruction in Municipal schools. Also, most of the children belong to itinerant
families and are not used to a daily routine of going to school, sitting in one place, studying regularly and being with
other children and teachers. School Preparatory Camps help acclimatize children to the Marathi language,
socialization of children and settling them into a daily routine.
•

•
•

•

•

From the baseline survey data identify sites where there are 10 or more children. An appropriate location for
the Preparatory Camp also needs to be identified. The location could be an unused shed or under a large tree
or School on Wheels. Also, look at other sites that are within a walking distance of the proposed Preparatory
Camp site, so that children from there can also attend the camp. The site supervisor is apprised of the
Preparatory Camp plan and his permission is obtained.
The camps are conducted 4-6 weeks before the beginning of the academic year and span 10-15 days, 2.5- 3
hours per day
The daily schedule includes prayer, chart reading, learning to write, nursery rhymes and stories. Children are
also taught maintaining personal hygiene, importance of coming neat and clean to school, being punctual and
regular to school. On the last day, parents are invited to see the progress of their children
Parents get motivated to send their children to school when they see their children enjoying the Preparatory
Camps. Parents are counseled on the “Value of Education” and given information like the location of nearest
school and asked to visit school and enrol their children after the school re-opens
No teachers are hired for the Preparatory Camps; the Project Field Staff conducts them so that they can establish
rapport both with the children and their parents.

Figure 2: Chart reading activity during School Preparatory Camp
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2.2.3 Parent Counseling
People who face deprivation of basic opportunities of livelihood mistrust the system and everything and everyone
that represents it. Therefore it is difficult for them to trust the DSS workers as well as the school system. Besides,
because of their hardships, it is difficult for them to believe that education plays an important role in improving their
condition. A great deal of motivational and promotional work is necessary to bring about a change in attitudes.
Lack of awareness of Right to Education is one of the causes of non-enrolment. In general there is a feeling among
laborers that due to their frequent migration, withdrawing their child from one school in the midst of an academic
year and admitting him/her into a new school is either not possible or is complicated. Many parents do not have
birth certificate of their children which is normally perceived as a hindrance to enrolment as schools used to demand
it prior to the RTE act. Knowledge of RTE Act resolves some of these doubts. Disseminating information about the
provisions under the Right To Education Act to parents and teachers in order to increase their awareness and to
build up the right attitudes and make them understand that education is a basic human right, lays the foundation
for the project work. The activities carried out include
•

•
•
•

Establish contact with Parents living at sites through one on one or group meetings. Assess their willingness to
enrol their children and capture reasons for unwillingness so that the counseling sessions can address these
“reasons”. The list of reasons given by the parents and their resolutions is covered in the Training Material
from the project toolkit
Periodic revisit of sites with “no children” or “no labor camps” is necessary as new families move in or the labor
camp gets established.
Counsel Parents on the “Value of Education” and disseminate information about the provisions under the RTE
Act
Categorize parents into “Neutral”, “Opposing” or “Motivated” based on their willingness, readiness to enrol
their children. This helps to plan strategies to address individual groups as each group requires different set of
actions.
Box 2: When TO CONDUCT the formal door to door survey?
When should we conduct the door to door survey? Do we conduct it before the academic year begins i.e. during
April and May or after the school re-opens? We decided to conduct it in April- May and surveyed 1275 families
and identified 2367 children. Subsequently, in July it was discovered that only 500+ children were enrolled in
schools. One issue was all children in the age group 0-16 years were counted and the second one was there were
several school going children who had come to spend the summer vacation with their parents/relatives and went
back to their place of residence in June. The time spent in conducting and documenting the details of door to door
survey could have been better utilized to conduct more preparatory camps or extend their duration and the door
to door survey can be done in July. This change in the strategy was made from year two onwards.
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Figure 3: Group meeting in progress at project sites

2.2.4 School Enrolment
Once the academic year starts, children are enrolled in schools during the first two-three weeks of the reopening of
the school. Subsequently, enrolment is as and when a new family moves in. The following activities are undertaken
to encourage and enhance enrolment:
•

•

•
•

•

In each identified school, establish contact with school headmaster and teachers and provide them an overview
of the project. Assure them of complete support in terms of follow-up of children for regular attendance,
completing transfer formalities when they migrate, making arrangements for study support etc. and gain their
trust
Most parents do not know where the nearest school is and the enrolment procedures. Educate them on School
Enrolment procedures through training and capacity building i.e. by giving them practical demonstrations
through role plays, sharing experiences of other parents, by taking them to the school, introducing them to
teachers etc.
All necessary support like locating and reaching the neighborhood school, completing school enrolment form
etc. is provided
Lack of motivation prevents some parents from visiting school for enrolment. Few others may not get
permission from site supervisor. Some take off from their work and enrol their children. Cases where parents
do not visit school for enrolment, project staff undertakes the enrolment activities on behalf of parents.
When parents are opposing they do not allow even the project staff to complete the enrolment activities on
behalf of them. They simply refuse to send their child to school.
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Figure 4: Parents and their Children in the school for enrolment

2.2.5 Door to Door Survey of Sites & Periodic Site Visits
The main project tool is to establish rapport with parents. Therefore, parents are reached-out through periodic home
visits and personal contact is made with them to establish rapport and gain trust. After 2-3 such visits or in the month
of July, whichever is later, a face to face survey is conducted with the purpose of understanding and documenting
their attitudes towards the education of their children. The issues and problems that prevent them from enrolling
their children in school or discontinuing their education are also documented. It is also important to time the visits
so that the parents are available for interviews.
The field team needs to remain in touch with the individuals at sites by visiting them at least once a week. The idea
of doing the formal door to door survey after the school enrolment is by then the individuals are familiar with field
staff and have no inhibitions to respond to the survey questionnaire. Key activities of this process step are:
•

•

Conduct and document door to door survey of sites. See Appendix II: Parent Survey (Interview) Form. Categorize
parents into “Neutral”, “Opposing” or “Motivated” based on their willingness, readiness to enrol their children.
This helps to plan strategies to address individual groups as each group requires different set of actions.
Whenever a new site is found within the project area, the same procedure is repeated.
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Figure 5: Field Staff doing door to door survey

Box 3: Introduction of “MyCard”
The emphasis on parental involvement in School Enrolment was low in the first year of project
implementation. If the Parents were busy, the field staff enrolled their children on their behalf in schools.
During the project evaluation by Samhita Social ventures, they had administered individual survey tools on
parents who were part of the programme and majority of parents surveyed said “Door Step School enrolled
our children” when asked about their awareness of school enrolment procedures. This made us to rethink on
our approach and following changes were made to the strategy
a) Counsel Parents on School enrolment procedures and how they can enrol their children. Role play
scripts were developed.
b) To aid parents in enrolment of their children they were given “Mycard” having all necessary details
of their child/children for school enrolment.
c) Encourage parents to visit school for enrolment and take the help of “Mycard” to fill up the school
enrolment forms. In case of any difficulty ask them to contact the project field staff to complete the
school enrolment.
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Figure 6: Sample “MyCard” with the UDISE Number of the School in which the child is enrolled

2.2.6 Transport Support
In urban areas large construction sites, brick kilns or non-notified slums are mostly found in fringe areas of the city.
Since the fringe area is being developed proper roads may not exist and accessibility of school from sites could be a
major issue. Most of the sites are within a radius of 2 km from the nearest school. Some are at a walking distance
while the others are not. In case of the ones that are closer to the school, children may not be in a position to walk
unescorted if the site is near the highway or have to cross the main road.
After the children are enrolled in schools absence of transport/escort facilities becomes a major impediment to
regular attendance leading to discontinuity of education. It is necessary to assess the transport need and provide
transport wherever necessary and is done as follows:
•
•

•
•

When the school is at a walking distance children are encouraged to walk to school with the help of an escort.
Parents’ take turns to escort the children to school. Older children also escort the younger ones to school
In some cases, it might be necessary to provide transport in the first year of implementation even if the site is
at a walking distance from school. In the second year or after children get accustomed to the school routine,
the transport support is withdrawn by encouraging them to walk.
When the school is not at a walking distance from the site or is on the opposite side of the highway/main road,
absence of transport is a key barrier to enrolment and/or retention. Parents fear for the safety of their children.
When parents are not in a position to make the arrangements themselves due to financial constraints and lack
of awareness in an unfamiliar environment, transport support is provided until the children get used to school
and parents get motivated to continue their schooling. Thereafter parents show readiness to take up the
responsibility of transport and the support is withdrawn.
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Figure 7: Transport support service

Figure 8 below shows an example where a cluster of sites are within walking distance but are on the opposite side of

the main road. Also, few sites have no proper approach road. So, during rainy season they are inaccessible.

Figure 8 Sample map showing a cluster of sites less than 2Km away from school but on the opposite side of the main road

2.2.7 Routine Activities
Enrolment in school is very important and the beginning of Parents’ Participation in Children’s Education.
Understanding and implementing the routine practices required for a child to attend school daily is also essential.
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Information related to the following is disseminated so that parents are able to do the routine activities required for
a child to attend school everyday
•
•
•
•

Getting a child ready on time and seeing to it that he goes to school neat and clean.
Packing a homemade nutritious or a store bought snack instead of giving him money to buy one.
Giving priority to the child’s school attendance and regularity.
Arranging transport for the child to reach school on time.

Figure 9: Getting the child ready for school

2.2.8 Study Support
Since many of the parents at construction sites are barely literate or illiterate, their children need after school study
support. Also, children admitted in age appropriate grades require additional coaching, Study support is provided
through
•

•
•

Bridge Classes are conducted at doorstep or within the premises of the mainstream school. These provide the
basic knowledge for children to get into the first or higher standard. They serve as supplementary classes for
the regular ones. These are conducted for 2 hours every day. Full or part time resources to conduct bridge
classes need to be planned. Typically teacher pupil ratio of 1:15 is maintained.
Bridge Classes can be conducted at sites provided there are 10 or more children who are in need of study support
and a safe place in the labor camp is available.
Home study kits include practice worksheets, an alphabet chart and books to help children practice the
alphabet. Parents are encouraged to discipline the children and make them practice with regular study time
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•

Other intervention programs of Door Step School like First Steps Forward and Project Foundation being run in
the same school/area

Figure 10: Study support class at a project site

2.2.9 Attendance Follow-up
Children’s attendance and regularity is monitored throughout the year. It is essential for the field staff to understand
difficulties faced by parents in maintaining child’s regular attendance and help them to overcome the barriers.
Attendance follow-up is done as follows
•
•

School attendance records are collected every month and analyzed.
Home visits are made to counsel parents whose children are irregular to school. These help improve the
attendance levels
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Figure 11: Meeting Parents for attendance follow up

2.2.10 School Transfer Formalities
The construction workers go from site to site where the labor contractor sends them. Because of this, the children
have to be withdrawn from one school and put in another. This creates a lot of hassles for the parents if they do not
know the school transfer formalities.
•
•

Parents are shown/ told how to complete the school transfer formalities in the event of migration.
They also get trained through role play on how to seek admission after migration.

2.2.11 Academic Year End Activities
Apart from the regular monitoring activities, the following are carried out towards the end of the academic year.
•

•
•

•

When the project start date falls towards the academic year closure i.e. in February or March, the strategy
of getting the list of “Irregular “ and “Consistently Absent” children from schools is adopted. The children
from the list are traced, their parents counseled to send them back to school. This provides an entry point
to project sites and also to schools.
The changes observed among parents during the course of the academic year are measured and the
category “After Intervention” is captured.
Attendance and retention are related and together show a greater motivation to remain in the school
system. List of “Irregular” or “Consistently Absent” children from schools is obtained in February. This helps
to monitor the retention levels. The children from the list are traced; their parents are counseled to send
them back to school.
The understanding level of the Shikshan Mitra is also assessed and any gaps therein regarding the RTE are
addressed.
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2.2.12 Promotional Activities
Cleanliness campaign, attendance awards, role plays, street plays and fun games during festivals are carried out
throughout the academic year with the aim to build the capacity of parents and also to build trust and rapport with
parents.

2.3 List of Tools used
The project team uses various tools to achieve the goal of making parents aware and motivated about educating
their children.
Tool
Street Play
Puppet Show
Story Telling
Role Play
Special Events

Purpose
To communicate “Value of Education”, Right to Education
To promote health & personal hygiene, to demonstrate importance of daily bath, dental
health, washing hands before and after every meal, clipping nails etc.
To communicate “Value of Education”, Gender equality, to share success stories
To communicate School Enrolment process, Importance of maintaining regular attendance,
School Transfer Formalities etc.
On occasions like Independence day, Republic day, Diwali etc events are conducted to
establish rapport with parents and spread the message of education

See Appendix V: Photo Gallery of Promotional Activities

2.4 Exit Strategy
Theoretically the programme will end at the end of funding cycle i.e. three years, all programme resources will be
withdrawn. However, exit from a site is when the site closes or the entire labor camp moves out. Until then some
form of support has to be provided by DSS as new families may move into the sites.
Exit from families who have been part of the programme for two or more years is planned. All Support services like
transport, nutritional supplement, bridge classes on School on Wheels, etc are withdrawn in a staggered manner
during the third year after communicating with the beneficiaries and ensuring they have made alternate
arrangements for the same, if the need exists. A follow up activity is necessary to ascertain the sustainability.
Shikshan Mitras who are active will continue to provide their support by ensuring children from their sites are regular
to school and all new children are enrolled in school. However, when the Shikshan Mitra themselves migrate, a
periodic follow-on activity is needed.
A formal exit meeting called “kautuk meeting” is organized at sites to communicate the withdrawal of the support
provided by DSS. In this meeting, parents are appreciated for their active participation in their child’s education.
They are reminded to complete school transfer formalities and enrol their children whenever and wherever they
migrate. They are also asked to get in touch with DSS over telephone if they need any support. A similar exit meeting
is also organized in project schools. Teachers are thanked for their efforts in enrolment of underprivileged children.
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3. Qualitative Impact Evaluation
3.1 Community Participation
Community Participation is encouraged at sites through the strategy of “Shikshan Mitra”. Some of the parents
at construction sites were more open and receptive to the counseling sessions and voluntarily helped Door Step
School in gathering all parents for the meeting. They were also proactive in informing the project team when a
new family moves in or out of the site. These parents were selected as “Shikshan Mitra” and were trained to
disseminate information about RTE. This strategy is also paying off when these “Shikshan Mitra” migrate to a
new site and take the leadership role in the community to promote education of children. Shikshan Mitra guide
as well as motivate others to get their children enrolled.
Few older children voluntarily take up the role of Shikshan Mitra. They aid in promoting education by bringing
other children from their sites to schools
Box 4: Changes in Potaraj community
Potarajwadi is a community of Potarajas. The adult males flog themselves in the name of a deity and beg.
Boys are trained from early childhood. Girls play the dholki to accompany the flogging. The Potaraj earn more
if they have children with them. So, their children accompany them on their rounds in the morning. Initially
contact was established with the Headman.
A number of promotional activities were organized, games, hygiene promotion, cleanliness campaign etc. A
camp was held, which was attended by 13 children. Out of these 4 children were retained in school. In the
beginning their dogs would not allow the workers to enter the area. But with the headman’s support, the
residents came round.
During school enrolment, the community refused to send their children to school. The school principal, Mrs.
Poman and a teacher, Mr.Tambat visited the community and interacted with the parents. The community
agreed to enrol the children in school provided all the children were allowed to sit together! The school teacher
agreed to this and the next day they came to school & enrolled the children. All the children sat together with
the same teacher in one class. They were given school bags and books. He interacted with them and told them
how he himself had reluctantly attended school but is now a teacher! He also told them stories which they
could identify with and won their confidence.
From the next day the children started to sit in their respective classes. By March 2014, four of the enrolled
children were continuing in school. The others migrated to Saswad for livelihood. Lakshmi the granddaughter
of the sarpanch and three boys are in the third year of their schooling
The body language of the children who go to school tells the story of the effect of schooling and being with
other children. It has helped their socialization and made them more confident. The elders of the community
show a dependent attitude and show inertia but the youngsters are enthusiastic.

3.2 Parents Attitudes and Behavior
The change in attitude is visible in terms of concrete actions taken by parents
1. School enrolment of children with no or limited support from DSS
During the first year of project implementation, participation from parents was low. Now there are many
instances of parents taking the initiative of enrolling their children in school on their own. Very often the
trigger to this positive action is when they see other parents on the site sending their children to school.
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They are curious enough to find out the details about the nearby school, the timings, and the enrolment
process. If a PPCE worker has helped another parent on that site with enrolment of their children, then
details are readily exchanged and the PPCE worker gets a call for advice. A number of parents just need an
assurance that school enrolment will happen easily; and just in case there is a problem, there is someone
who will guide them and help them with whatever needs to be done. Regular interaction of the PPCE staff
with the school authorities paves the way for such enrolments.
Box 5: School Enrolment with no support from DSS
ArunaNade works as a house help. She is keenly involved in the education of her daughter Rupali. Ms
Nade completed the entire admission formalities for her daughters’ admission to high school all by herself
2.

Sending children to school on time, sending them neat and clean etc.
Before the initiation of the project, the disadvantaged were discriminated against in school due to their
unclean habits and appearance. After coming under the program, parents have understood and practice
the routine of getting the child ready to school on time, including maintaining personal hygiene, dropping
him or her to the school or the bus stop etc.
Box 6: A change in Parents from Opposing to Motivated and Supportive
Sukhalal Ram was one of the opposing parents with whom the project staff worked as a part of program.
He has two children Sachin and Priyanka. Initially in the year 2013- 2014 when the family was located at
the Shantivan site in Kondhwa, both the children were enrolled in the PMC School in the area but dropped
out after 2 months. The project team counseled the parents to send their children to school regularly but
there was no change in their attitude. Later as the family migrated to another site in Handewadi, the
parents were counseled again and the children were re-enrolled in the ZP school in this area. Continuous
counseling of parents helped them understand the importance of education of their children. This was in
turn reflected in the children’s behavior in school. In the year 2015-2016, the first term attendance for
both the children was 95% also the children’s’ learning level increased with the help of the bridge classes
conducted by Doorstep School. The children’s tidy appearance at school also showed a marked change
as the children started coming to school in a neat and clean manner.

3.

Giving importance to school attendance of children
Regular attendance is most essential for a child to learn in school. Parents have to be told and made aware
of this vital link between attendance and learning. When parents become aware of these factors then they
willingly co-operate and find solutions to various instances of absenteeism. They reschedule visits to their
home towns during vacations so that the children do not miss school. Often, entire large joint families
migrate. Then in case of an emergency, the children are left behind with the other relatives. They also do
not insist on going out of town on some pretext or the other. Once they understand that attending school
regularly is instrumental in the academic progress, they try to remain in town so that the child’s schooling
in uninterrupted.
School transport is a major contributing factor for regular attendance. When parents take responsibility for
the same then we know they are truly motivated parents who are keen to see their children doing well in
school.
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Very often, especially when a child is in the afternoon shift, there is nobody at home to ensure the child is
ready and goes to school on time. But, there are parents who take interest and request a neighbor to call
out to the child; sometimes even training their children to be ready on time for school.
4.

Not giving pocket money to children
Children from a particular area (Tilekar vasti) used to bring pocket money to school. During recess, they
used to visit shops located outside the school on the opposite side of the main road risking their lives. Also,
after that some of them used to go back home. Parents were counseled not to give the children pocket
money for the safety of their children. They were instead asked to buy snacks the previous day and give
them to the children. After several attempts, the parents finally stopped giving pocket money to the
children.

5.

Buying school essentials like notebooks, pencils, eraser etc.
Every parent wants the best for his/her child. Once they see their child learning and doing well they are
more than happy to spend on other school essentials. Some even bring charts to display in their home!

6.

Packing a snack for children, packing their school bag
PPCE staff has to talk to parents about not just enrolment but ensuring their children eat healthy food.
Although a mid-day meal is served in school, the children often need a snack in the short break in school.
Instead of giving them money or a packet of junk food, parents are encouraged to give their children more
nourishing food items. Some of the parents follow this advice very seriously and ensure their child takes a
home cooked food (chapatti, rice, etc) in the tiffin. Also the parents try to ensure that the school bag has
all the essentials that they will need in school.

7.

School visits to enquire the child’s progress
Nothing is more fulfilling to parents than to see their children learning and doing well in school. The initial
fear of going to their children’s school for any reason was so great that the parents were reluctant to go
anywhere near the school! Hand holding by the PPCE staff and escorting them to school even before their
children have been enrolled, has helped replace their fear by curiosity. Once the parents see their children’s
class room and meet the teachers, they are naturally keen to know what their children do in school. Parents
are also encouraged to talk to their children about how they spend time in school. All these factors
encourage them to visit the school to enquire about their children’s progress.

8.

Participation in Parent Teacher Meetings
Parent Teacher Meetings are a fairly formal affair. At first the parents did not understand why they had to
attend them. Some illiterate parents felt awkward to go to such events where they had to sign on the
attendance sheet. After the reason for the PTA meetings was explained to them, many parents were very
keen to find out more about how the school functions and how they could sort out their school-related
problems by interacting with the teachers. Often children’s work is displayed in their classes. The parents
feel proud to see their children’s accomplishments and are further encouraged to send them to school
regularly.

9.

Parents informing DSS and/or school before migration
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Migration is a part and parcel of the migrant laborers job. One of the main reasons for keeping their children
away from school was dealing with the paperwork and other formalities every time they moved from one
site to another. With repeated inputs from the PPCE staff about the laborers rights and awareness of the
Right to Education Act the parents are learning the importance of the relatively simple task of informing
the school and taking a transfer certificate to facilitate enrolment in the next school. Some parents just
need PPCE staff member’s moral support to complete this action! Children are also told that just as they
say good bye to their friends and neighbors in the labor camp, they have to say good bye to their school
too! And they do prompt their parents to take the necessary actions to ensure they remain in school.
10. Enrolling children in schools after migration
Once parents understand the importance of regular school attendance and the relatively simple procedure
for enrolling their children in schools, they take the initiative of taking the transfer certificate from the first
school and enrolling their children in the next place of their stay. In fact, they take pride and inform the
PPCE staff as well. They set a good example for other parents and often act as guides for other parents.
Box 7: Enrolment after migration
Lachand is a daily wage worker; he is employed with a construction contractor. Due to his work Lalchand
has to migrate from one construction site to another at a very short notice. When Lalchand had to
migrate from his site in Undri to the site in Dighi which is outside the project area, he ensured that he
contacted the Doorstep Field associates to identify the school for his children Deepak (standard V and
Karan standard IV) . Lalachand chose to take leave from work for a day to ensure that his childrens
admission is done in a school near the new site, such that they do not miss out on their school. Door Step
School assisted Lalchand not only in identification of school in the vicinity of the new site but also in
completing the school transfer formalities.
Lalchand Sharma a daily wage labourer whose children may have dropped out of school otherwise, go to
school regularly , Lalchand Sharma chooses to lose a day’s wage rather than his children losing a day’s
education.
11. Taking transformative decisions to stop disruptions in children’s schooling
Some of the motivated Parents have taken pivotal decisions to stop disruptions in their children’s schooling
due to frequent migrations like:
a) Fixed their residence and became choosy about work even if it means less pay.
b) Enrolling their child in a residential school so that they are free to migrate for eking their livelihood.
Box 8: Sunil Hingawane fixed his residence to stop disruptions in his children’s schooling
Sunil Higawane is a migrant laborer and has taken a house on rent in the vicinity of his children’s school
so that their education does not suffer due to the migratory nature of his work.
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Figure 12: Parents' Participation in Parent Teacher Meeting

Box 9: Change is trickling in - Parents take onus of their children’s education
Pooja Suresh Jadhav, a student of Std.V and her brother Karan Suresh Jadhav, a student of Std.II live with
their parents. During the first few months of the academic year 2014-15, they lived in the labor camp at
the ‘Kulutsav’ site near khadi machine chowk in Kondhwa and were enrolled in Somji School and
attended school regularly.
In September 2014, they shifted to the labor camp of ‘Margosa’ site in Mohammadwadi area which is
quite far away from Somji school. The children had to be enrolled in a nearby school. They got location
details of the nearest school, visited it, filled up enrolment forms and completed transfer formalities.
Pooja was enrolled in the morning shift of Mohammadwadi school and her brother Karan in the
afternoon shift.
The parents ensured that the children attended school regularly and asked them if their names were on
the roll-call of their class. Karan complained that his name was never called out so he could never say
‘present, teacher’. This came as a shock to his father. Again he made another trip to the school and met
Karan’s class teacher. He asked her why Karan’s name was not called out during roll-call in spite of
completing the transfer formalities. The teacher sheepishly admitted that she had misplaced the
certificate and hence Karan’s name was not included in the roll-call! After looking through various files,
she finally found it. It was already twenty days since the parents had enrolled them.
Karan’s father was justified in demanding an explanation from the school when he asked ‘My son has
been attending school for the last twenty days regularly but you have not included his name in your
school records. Who would have been responsible if any untoward incident had occurred in these twenty
days?
The presence of mind and the awareness about RTE helped Karan’s parents question the school about
the enrolment of their children. Even though RTE has made it compulsory for schools to admit children
at any time of the academic year. Schools sometimes do not add the names of children of migrant
parents on the roll call, as they fear that children will migrate before completing the academic year. This
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in turn will add to the liability of the school. This keeps these children in the shadow devoid of schemes
extended by the government. Awareness spread by the Door Step School helps parents question these
discrepancies in the enrolment process of their children.

Figure 13: Feedback on Participation in PTMs, from Head master, PMC School, Kondhwa
“"The Parent Participation project has worked towards bringing more parents to school for the parent teacher meetings. We
observe more presence and participation from parents of construction site workers. We also have observed improvements in
cleanliness and conduct of both parents and children”.

3.3 Impact on Children
Prior to the implementation of this programme the children of school going age would roam around aimlessly or the
parents would keep their children in their native villages for the purpose of education. But due to lack of family
support or due to other circumstances the children would have to drop out of school over time. Post the
implementation, majority of children in PPCE sites regularly attend school with parents paying special attention to
their educational needs. The qualitative impact on the children are listed below
1.

Increase in self-confidence and the way children conduct themselves
Several parents have affirmed that the way their children conduct themselves has undergone a huge change
after they started going to school. Children are also more confident and are able to read street names, bus
boards etc and guide their parents. This in turn has increased the motivation levels of the parents.
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Figure 14: Children taking ownership of enrolling new children from sites:
Pradeep Hanumant Bansode, std V says , “When a new child comes to live at the same site as I do, I will ask his name, make
friends with him and tell his parents to enrol him in my school. I will also ask my school teacher whether I can bring my new
friend for enrolment”

2.

Escorting younger children to school
Older children at sites voluntarily took up the responsibility of escorting their siblings and other children to
school.

3.

Bringing “new” children to school.
Children befriend new children at the site, find out how old they are, whether they have been to school
earlier etc., convince them to come to school with them and tell school staff or project staff to enrol them.
If the child is too young to accompany to school they bring the parents along to the school.

4.

Teaching young children at the site
Children are good at copying others. Teacher is one of their first role models. The older children gather all
the young children at one place and play the role of a teacher. They make them read, write, recite rhymes
etc.

5.

Maintaining 100% attendance
Children love being appreciated and recognized. Recognizing them in front of their peers and teachers for
maintaining 100% attendance further motivates them and creates a competitive spirit among them.

3.4 Impact on Schools
1.

Taking migrants on “roll”
According to the RTE act the responsibility of ensuring enrolment, attendance and completion is with the
state and local bodies. This means responsibility of monitoring all neighborhoods, identifying children to be
enrolled, follow-up of children who are irregular to school is with teachers. So they get burdened with non-
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teaching duty thus reducing their engagement with academic work. Therefore, schools are rather fussy
about taking those children on roll who get enrolled but tend to remain absent for various reasons. The
very nature of migrant laborers’ work is moving from one work-site to another to earn a living. Their
families, including school going children have to move with their parents. If they are lucky, they stay at one
site for a year or more; but sometimes they have to move every few months. The schools in which they are
enrolled have to give a report of every child that is continuously absent for more than a month. This involves
a lot of administrative and paper work which the school authorities are reluctant to do. The easy way out
for the schools was to let the children attend school without taking them on their official roll-call. When
PPCE staff noticed this bias, they had to convince the school authorities that RTE guidelines had simplified
the procedure and the children should be taken on their roll-call from the start. Parents were also
introduced to the school staff for effective interaction and instructed to inform the school and take a
transfer certificate before leaving. As a result, now the schools are more open to include the migrant
laborers’ children in the official roll-call. Even the children look forward to answering to their name when
the teacher takes attendance every day!
2.

Enrolling children throughout the academic year
Labor migration within India can be permanent, semi-permanent or seasonal; at any point of the year and
to another state or another district within the same state or another area within the same city. As a result
a number of children have to be enrolled in a school any time between June and March of the academic
session. Disseminating information about the “No denial of admission” clause of the RTE among parents
and teachers helped in building up the right attitudes and the schools do enrol new children.

3.

Visiting sites to enquire about a child’s absence
With reduction in number of children with long absenteeism, teachers are more than willing to accompany
project staff to visit sites and enquire the reasons of absence. They also give motivational talk to the children
and parents so that the child continues the schooling. This shows that when the volume of absenteeism is
low, the teachers are willing to find time and do attendance follow-up. Some of the parents proactively call
up school and inform about child’s absence.

4.

Social inclusion of migrants
Migrant children are looked upon as outsiders because often they speak a different language, dress
differently, and sometimes, may not be neat and clean in appearance. There is almost no interaction
between them and the other children. There have been cases where they were made to sit away from
other children. With persistent inputs from the PPCE team to all - i.e. children, parents, classmates and
teachers – social barriers are overcome. Games, story-telling, art activities have helped the integration
process. We have also come across few teachers who take personal interest in bringing migrant children
on par with other children.
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Figure 15: Testimonial from school
Headmaster Mr Nale BP of school 190B says, “Children enrolled under the PPCE project are regular to school “

3.5 Impact on Site Supervisor
The programme doesn’t explicitly work with Site supervisors. However, their permission is sought during the
survey and for conducting any promotional activity at the site. Some of them have proactively extended their
complete support in the following ways.
1.

2.

3.

Support in disseminating information
The site supervisor is one of the first persons that the PPCE staff interacts with. They are informed about
the PPCE project and RTE. Most of them are very impressed with the RTE goals and readily help to start the
ball rolling. They help to get the parents together, give information about number of children on the site,
talk to the parents and sometimes even convince them about importance of education! They request the
PPCE staff to give them their contact numbers for other parents who will come to the site in future.
Encourage laborers to send children to school
The site supervisors also influence the parents and children to attend school regularly. Many of them come
from smaller towns and have risen to their current positions because of their education. When such
concrete examples are present in front of the laborers, their response is more positive.
Organize school transport
At some sites, the site supervisors have arranged transport to commute to school for the children; some
have arranged an adult escort to accompany the children to school
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4. Project Output Evaluation
4.1 Preparatory Camps
Preparatory camps engage the school ready children in educational activities that prepare them for school
enrolment. They are conducted before the beginning of the academic year or after the end of term I, at a site or a
convenient location if there are 10-15 school ready children.
Table 2 Comparison of Preparatory Camp data

No. of Preparatory Camps
#Girls
#Boys
Total Children
Planned
Actual
2013-14
40
21
200
216
416
2014-15
30
34
138
131
269
2015-16
8
6
107
120
227
The first year target was to enrol 600 children in school, so the plan was to conduct 40 preparatory camps, each
covering 15 children. The children are not equally distributed at sites. Some sites have few children while the others
have several. This was not taken into account while deciding the target of 40 preparatory camps. We realized that
children are scattered across sites with many sites having less than 10 children.
Academic Year

In the second year, camps were conducted in two stages, before the beginning of academic year and after
completion of term I. The average number of children per camp was less than 10. In the third year although the area
had almost the same number of sites, the number of preparatory camps planned was less due to two reasons
1.
2.

Lesser number of school ready children due to increase in enrolment and retention in the previous two
years
Only 13/158 sites had more than 10 children per site. Out of these 13 sites, preparatory camp was
conducted at 8 sites

The number of girls and boys attending preparatory camps is roughly the same.
Table 3 Academic Year 2015-16, Site wise distribution of children

No. of Families per site*

No. of surveyed sites

#Families

No. of Children

0

19

0

0

1 to 1

49

49

84

2 to 4

50

134

215

5 to 10

27

196

299

11 to 20

8

99

144

Above 20

5

160

213

158

638

955

Total
*with children in the age group 5-14 years
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Box 10: Extract from School Preparatory Camp Report, Kondhwa
Construction site Vaishnavi, Kondhwa
The site in charge provided a temporary tin shelter to conduct the school preparatory camps. The children from
this site were familiar with PPCE field staff as the staff had visited the site earlier to conduct the baseline survey.
The camp schedule included prayers, craft, fun activities, songs and writing. Sarita, a 11 year old child ensured
that all children come on time and are seated before the arrival of the staff. She used to emulate the teachers.
On Sundays she used to conduct the class for site children

Qualitative Impact of Preparatory Camps

Stakeholder

Impact

Children

•

Parents

•
•
•

Increased awareness among children about personal hygiene. Children who
attended the preparatory camp came to school neat and clean when
compared to the children from other construction sites who did not attend
the camp
Children developed a liking to school and got adjusted in the mainstream
school in a short span of time
Rapport & trust was established
Increased awareness on free and compulsory education
Co-operation from parents during enrolment

Construction Site In charge

•
•

Rapport was established
Increased co-operation from site in charge

•

Box 11: Extract from volunteer experiences of a School Preparatory Camp, Kondhwa
“I was apprehensive at first. I wanted to help the children, but I had no teaching experience what so ever. I was
nervous on my first day seeing a class of about 50 students sitting in front of me. But soon my apprehensions
dissipated as I was told I would be handling only a small group of students. The staff at Door Step School was very
co-operative and made me feel at ease.
After the first few days I really got to know the students in my group. They had accepted me without question.
Every morning when I used to reach the classroom the students from my group had a huge smile on their faces.
Summing up, interacting with the students seeing them smile at accomplishing some little task made all the trips
in hot blazing sun worthwhile. I just hope I have made some little impact in their lives. One thing I am sure of is
that I received in return much more than I have given any of those children”
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4.2 Site Coverage
All sites in the project area are surveyed to assess presence of labor camps and children in the age group 5-14 years.
The site coverage during project implementation is
Site Reach
Total Sites in the Area

AY 2012-13

Sites Surveyed
Sites with children
%Sites where children in the age
group 5-14 years were found
Sites reached for Enrolment

AY 2013-14
199

AY 2014-15
161

AY 2015-16 (Term I)
156

199(100%)

161(100%)

158(101%)

109

116

105

80

55%

72%

66%

80

109(100%)

116(100%)

105(100%)

Data not
available
Data not
available
Data not
available

In the last three years, number of sites with labor camps is roughly in the range 105-115. The project has covered all
these sites.

4.3 Parent Reach
Parents whose children are in the age group of 5-14 years are reached through home visits and a door to door survey
is conducted. These parents and their children are the target beneficiaries of all project activities. Creating
awareness on RTE among parents and convincing them to send their 6+ year old children to school and educating
them on their role in getting the children admitted to schools and continuing their education are the core project
activities.
During the course of the project more than 1600 parents benefited from promotional activities conducted by the
project. Following is a summary of the number of parents reached in the last three years.
Table 4 Year wise comparison of number of Parents Reached

Academic Year
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

Expected Parent Reach2
400
400
400

Actual Parent Reach2
556
569
638

4.4 Literacy/Study Support
Children enrolled in standard II, III and IV and are first timers to school need extra support to learn Marathi alphabet.
Door Step School runs various programs to provide literacy /study support. These are utilized by the project for
providing after school study support. In some cases bridge classes are organized depending on the need. These
provide remedial education for out of school children to bring them up to the standard I level. Special learning and
support material is used. Around 20-25% of children (both first timers to school & continuing from previous years)
are covered every year under literacy/after school study support

2

New parents + parents continuing from previous year(s)
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Table 5 Academic year 2015-16, number of study support beneficiaries

Intervention Programme for Literacy /Study Support
DSS Bridge Class
DSS Project Foundation
DSS First Step Forward
Private tuition funded by parents
DSS Volunteer provided study support
Parent provide study support3
DSS Tablet4 based support with Marathi apps
Total

Number of children
81
67
75
18
14
61
15
331

4.5 School Enrolment
The project provided an opportunity to 5-14-year-old migrant children from construction sites and slums to get
enrolled in schools (which is their basic right). It also provided an opportunity to parents of these children to develop
their capacities in school enrolment processes and maintaining continuity of their children’s education in the event
of migration. It also boosted their confidence in terms of locating nearest school, enrolling children and completing
migration formalities in an unfamiliar environment.
The number of children enrolled in school was 200 before PPCE started. In 2013-14, enrolment sky-rocketed to 655
(more than 3 times). This came down to 506 and 349 in 2014-15 and 2015-16 (term I) respectively. This indicates
that due to the campaign the enrolment increased, covering un-enrolled children or dropouts; and then the
enrolment came down because the original residue of un-enrolled children came down.
Comparative data of school enrolment numbers in the last three academic years is graphed below.

Figure 16: Year wise comparison of Children located, enrolled

[1] Data on children located in 2012-13 is not available
[2] For the period June-Sep 2015
Table 6: Year wise comparison of % Enrolment of children located

Academic Year
% Enrolment of children located

3

2012-135
-

2013-14
82%

2014-15
84%

2015-166
87%

Most of these parents have completed their secondary education/senior secondary education

4

Tablets with pre-loaded apps to learn Marathi alphabet and barakhadi. They are audio-video aids teaching through pictures and
phonetics.
5

Before implementation of PPCE

6

for the period June-Sep 2015
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The enrolment percentage of children located has steadily increased from 82% to 87% of children Reasons for nonenrolment are:
1) Some parents are not yet convinced about enrolling their children. They do not see any value in enrolling
them.
2) Sibling care responsibility rests with the older child. Due to absence of child care facilities the elder sibling
takes care of the younger ones while the parents go to work. In such cases parents are reluctant to enrol
their children.
3) Cases where there is no transport available to commute to school, children are not enrolled. This number
is high in the first year of implementation. As the project progresses this number dropped down because
Door Step School provided the transport initially and later on the parents took the responsibility of
organizing for transport.
4) Children who are 9+ years and have never been to school before are entitled to age appropriate enrolment
in higher standards. However, these children do not want to go to school as they lack basic knowledge to
get into higher standard. They need to be able to at least read and write the alphabet before they get into
school. Although, RTE has provisions for remedial classes the implementation of the same is weak.
5) Families who are from out of Maharashtra, speaking a different language find entering a school with
Marathi as a medium of instruction daunting. The child does not understand the language, so reading
/writing is nearly impossible. With this mindset, the parents and children are equally unwilling for the child
to be enrolled.
6) Few of the families are semi-permanent migrants and have homes and families in the district from which
they hail. They retain the school admission of their children when they move out in search of livelihood and
are reluctant to enrol in their destination city. It implies that they are well aware of the enrolment and
migration formalities but for their convenience do not enrol the children.
For the academic year 2015-16 there is no case reported for reasons 3 and 5 as of 30th September 2015. The
reason for non-enrolment of 55 children is tabulated bellow, 45% of the non-enrolment is due to the fact that
the parents are opposing. Among the 25 children whose parents are opposing 18 are from outside Maharashtra,
a probable reason for their opposition could be that they do not know the local language

Figure 17: Academic year 2015-16 - Reasons for Non-enrolment of Children
[1] These families had just moved to project sites at the time of report preparation
[2] The families of these children migrated before the school enrolment was completed
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Figure 18: Year wise, School type wise comparison of School enrolment data

School Enrolment numbers have increased and children are enrolled in ZP schools too, during the implementation
of PPCE. Some parents have enrolled their children in private schools, spending money on fees indicating a growing
positive attitude and higher motivational levels.
The distribution of families per original state for term I of academic year 2015-16 in descending order is shown in
Figure 19

The largest single group of families hails from Maharashtra (58.3%). The largest number of children is also from
Maharashtra. These are from different districts of Maharashtra. They have migrated to Pune in search of livelihood.
There are 2 nomadic communities, namely, Joshis and Potaraj. The rest 42% are from other Indian states and do not
know the local language Marathi.

Figure 19: Distribution of project families and number of children per original state
[1] Data on original state not available
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Figure 20: Origin State wise distribution of school going children and children "not enrolled"

Although majority of families’ hail from Maharashtra, the non-enrolment is 3% of the total children from
Maharashtra. Therefore, we can say, the percentage of non-enrolment is negligible among the native group of
migrants when compared to migrants from other states. Is there a similar trend in other states? As of now, there is
no data available with Door Step School. The data also highlights the persistent efforts needed to counsel parents
who are from states other than Maharashtra.
Out of 55 children who are not enrolled 38 are from outside Maharashtra.
Table 7 Distribution of families with children in the age group 5-14 years, per construction site

School going
No. of Families per site

#Families

No. of sites

Not Enrolled

Girls

Boys

Total

Girls

Boys

Total

0

0

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 to 1

49

49

31

49

80

3

1

4

2 to 4

134

50

103

97

200

7

8

15

5 to 9

176

25

135

131

266

0

5

5

10 to 20

119

10

76

71

147

9

16

25

Above 20

160

5

105

102

207

3

3

6

Total

638

158

450

450

900

22

33

55

A whopping 57% (546/955) of children are from 124 sites where the number of children per site is less than 10.
Without interventions like PPCE, most of these children would have remained out of school. This is the biggest
benefit of this project.
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Table 8 Number of children per family

No. of children per family
5
4
3
2
1
Total

No. of families
2
8
57
171
400
638

School Going children
10
32
165
320
373
900

Children Not enrolled
0
0
6
22
27
55

Most families are small families having 1 or 2 children in the age group 5-14 years (83% of total families). Only two
families have 5 children.
The general education level of fathers is higher than that of mothers. 56% mothers as against 41% fathers are
illiterate. But the proportion of fathers and mothers at primary and secondary levels is roughly the same (30%).
Overall percentage of fathers who never went to school or dropped out of school is a whopping 71% while the
percentage of mothers in the same category is 84%. Overall at SSC and HSC levels the percentage of fathers is
considerably greater than that of mothers (12.3% and 5% respectively for fathers as against 5.4% and 1.7% for
mothers). Where the mothers and/or fathers are illiterate the percentage of families whose children remain out of
school is 5%. Amongst all parents whose children are not enrolled, the percentage of mothers who are either
illiterate or school drop outs is 87%. This indeed is a difficult group to work with.
Table 9 Education levels of parents and enrolment of children

Education
levels

Father
Enrolled

Mother

Not enrolled

Enrolled

Not enrolled

Illiterate

241

22

334

22

Primary

89

8

76

12

Secondary

94

0

89

1

SSC Pass

82

6

35

2

HSC Pass

33

2

10

1

Graduate

10

0

0

0

Not Known

49

2

54

2

598

40

598

40

Total

Children from 598 families go to school, while children from 40 families are not enrolled in school

Comparing the occupations of parents, 66% fathers and 67% mothers are unskilled workers (See Appendix Table 17).
Out of the total parents from the project area, 7% have not enrolled their children in school. Only 20% fathers are
skilled workers, 8% of them have not enrolled their children in school. The gender of the parent in a particular
occupation is not relevant to the children’s enrolment and continuation in school. But the type of occupation seems
to be relevant. Where the fathers are skilled workers, the concern for children’s education is greater.
Children in the age group 5-7 years constitute about 40% of the total children enrolled in school. The largest distinct
group of children is enrolled in the 2nd standard (17%). Among them the retention until September is 71.6%; and its
migration is 15.6% of the total retained children. The pattern is similar in the higher standards.
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The enrolment numbers are higher among boys than among girls, up to the 5th standard. But the situation is reversed
in the upper standards, i.e. 6th to 8th. Although the number of girls who migrated is higher than that of boys, the
ultimate number of girls remaining in school as on 30th September is higher than that of boys in the 6th and 7th
standard.
Table 10 Standard wise enrolment and continuity of children

Standard
Balwadi7
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
Total

Total enrolment
Girls
38
55
82
62
67
54
51
36
5
450

Boys
43
70
73
77
57
55
27
35
11
2
450

Total
81
125
155
139
124
109
78
71
16
2
900

Migrated until 30th
September 2015
Girls
Boys
Total
6
3
9
13
18
31
21
23
44
16
16
32
15
11
26
7
8
15
12
6
18
16
7
23
2
2
1
1
96
95
191

Continued as of 30th
September 2015
Girls
Boys
Total
32
40
72
42
52
94
61
50
111
46
61
107
52
46
98
47
47
94
39
21
60
30
28
58
5
9
14
1
1
354
355
709

5. Project Outcome Evaluation
5.1 Retention – 80% of children enrolled in school from project sites continue their
schooling at the end of academic year
Retention is defined as continuation in any school i.e. the school in which the child was enrolled or a different school
in which the child was enrolled after migration.

*for the period June 2015-Sep 2015
Figure 21: Comparative data of three years for retention of children in mainstream schools

7

Pre-School
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In 2013-14 when PPCE strategies were put into practice there was considerable increase in continuity and retention
after migration and this continued into 2015-16. This indicates active involvement of parents in continuing with their
children’s education even after migration so that there is no interruption in the children’s schooling. A dropping
trend in migration is also noticed.
The current mechanism to trace the migrated is over telephone and is not foolproof. Parents who migrate out of
Maharashtra typically buy a new telephone card and the old one is discarded. This new telephone number is not
known to DSS and hence these parents cannot be traced. Some of them call DSS on their own and provide their new
number. We modified our strategy to capture the alternate telephone number of individuals probably of a close
relative. However, this strategy was not as successful as we expected it to be. We still continue to capture the
alternate telephone number.
As part of this evaluation, on a sample basis physical verification of enrolment and attendance of students enrolled
in different Municipal and Zilla Parishad schools after migration was planned. School attendance records of children
who migrated from project sites and were enrolled in schools within Pune were checked by visiting those schools.
Verification of students who migrated outside Pune but within Maharashtra was also taken up. The postal address
and the contact details of these schools were obtained from Maharashtra government website and they were
contacted over telephone or by post. Response from one of the schools is in Figure 22
No. of
Students
Migration within Pune
Migration outside Pune but
within Maharashtra
Migration outside Maharashtra
Total

30
39
33
102

No. of Students
whose attendance
was verified
16
13

No.
of
students
whose
attendance level is above 80%*

0
29

16
13
0
29

With the introduction of Unified District Information System for Education (U-DISE), it is expected that the data of
all children who migrated can be verified and it will also be simpler to do the same.
It is recommended that the project make this a mandatory step in the process.

Figure 22 Testament from ZP School, Mukhed, Nanded district, Maharashtra
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Table 11: Enrolment and attendance verification form received from ZP School, Mukhed

Door Step School requests you to provide the following information of the children
…………………, ……………………., ……………………………
enrolled in your school
1. Name of the Child:
Manisha Balaji Barhale
2. Standard:
VI (General)
3. Attendance Level
▪ Below 60%
▪ 60-80%
▪ Above 80%
4. Learning levels
▪ Below Expectation
▪ Standard Appropriate
▪ Above Expectation
5. Comments
Child is regular to school and the progress is satisfactory
6. Signature and Stamp of the School
Signed by Shri. Kinalkar DK
ZP School, Mukhed, Nanded District
Maharashtra

5.2 80% of children have at least 80% attendance
Attendance level is measured as percentage of full days of required attendance in a given term of the academic year
starting from the month of enrolment. For example if a child is enrolled in the month of August, the numbers of days
present during Aug – Oct is expressed as percentage of full days of attendance for the same period. Generally
accepted good attendance levels are above 80% attendance.
PPCE started in 2013-14 and attendance levels in the 2 terms of 2013-14 are wavering. In the second term of 201314 they have considerably increased. These figures have steadily improved in the 3 years of PPCE. Attendance levels
in the second term of each year are higher than in the first term. However, they are still below the expected goal of
80% children having at least 80% attendance level.
Table 12 Term wise comparison of attendance data across three academic years

Attendance
Level*

AY 2013-14
Term I

AY 2013-14
Term II

AY 2014-15
Term I

AY 14-15 Term
II

AY 2015-16
Term I

Below 80%

266 (72%)

230 (63%)

387 (73%)

275 (52%)

318 (49%)

Above 80%

101 (28%)

137 (37%)

145 (27%)

257 (48%)

335 (51%)

Total children

367(100%)

367(100%)

532(100%)

532(100%)

653(100%)

* Attendance level means percentage of full days of required attendance in a given academic year starting from the month of
enrolment. For example, “Below 80%” means number of days present out of the required days of attendance is less than 80%.
Generally accepted good attendance levels are above 80% attendance.

Comparing attendance levels of girls and boys (see Appendix Table 18), girls show higher absenteeism in the first year
and improved attendance levels in the third year. Higher attendance indicates better retention in school; and shows
greater motivation on the part of children as well as the parents. This leads to a greater possibility of sustainability.
Children who continue with education show higher levels of attendance because of being better motivated. The
generally accepted and stipulated standard of minimum attendance is 80% or more. 40% children in the ‘All Children’
category and 51% of those who continued education have good attendance. 26% and 33% children of these
respective categories have excellent attendance (> 90%). See Appendix, Table 19)
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Past three years’ experience shows that children with low attendance levels (0-10%) eventually drop out or migrate.
See Appendix, Table 19)
Schools maintain a record of irregular8 and consistently absent9 children. Prior to the project implementation, the
list had several migrant children. Post the implementation of the project, the size of this list has reduced
considerably. These lists obtained were from schools in Feb 2012 and in Jan 2016. Comparative data is presented
below.
2011-12

2015-16

#Absentees*

Enrolled
Students

%Absentees

#Absentees

Enrolled
Students

%Absentees

ZP School Undari

8

75

11%

12

114

11%

ZP School Pisoli

7

97

7%

12

127

9%

PMC Bhairaonath Gram Vikas Mandal
School Kondhwa Budruk

58

214

27%

20

196

10%

PMC School Siddharthnagar Kondhwa
Khurd
Annasaheb Mager Prathamik School

31

32

97%

7

63

11%

24

149

16%

2

113

2%

128

567

23%

53

613

9%

School Name

Total

*Absentees = Irregular + Consistently Absent
It is evident that PPCE strategy is working and the percentage of absentees have dropped from 23% to 9%.
Box 12: Tracking list of absentees to assess continuity
In interventions like Project Foundation, School on Wheels, Community Learning Centre etc, DSS exists in physical
form, so individuals and communities can relate to it. However, in projects like PPCE it is not so. Therefore In the
first year of project implementation, to gain an entry into the communities and to establish rapport with school
teachers the strategy of getting list of absentees i.e. “Irregular” and “Consistently Absent” children, was adopted.
The children were then tracked and their parents counseled to send them back to school. This exercise also helped
in gaining the trust of school teachers and the list of absentees is a good indicator of school regularity and it was
decided to make it a mandatory step in the process. Therefore every academic year, in the month of February, the
list of absentees is obtained from schools to assess the effectiveness of project activities.

5.3 Change in Parent Categories
The project works on the premise that motivation and proactive behavior is of crucial importance in the sustainability
of children’s’ education, because their motivation will determine the nature of and extent of their efforts for their
children’s schooling
All project efforts are geared towards increasing the motivational levels of parents. With the implementation of
PPCE, the attitudes of parents (after intervention) have moved from negative to positive steadily.

8
9

lacking continuity in attendance
Absent for a period of 30 days or more
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Table 13 Year wise comparison of parent categories

Parent
Category
Opposing
Neutral
Motivated
No Data
Total

Before
61 (10.9%)
419(75%)
76 (13.6%)
0
556

2013-14
After
34 (6.1%)
315 (56.6%)
207 (37.2%)
0
556

2014-15
Before
After
47 (8.2%)
45 (7.9%)
389 (68.3%)
136 (23.3%)
133( 23.4%)
318 (55.8%)
0
70
569
569

2015-16*
Before
After
48 (7.5%)
33 (5.1%)
140 (21.9%)
167 (26%)
447 (70.1%)
433 (67.8%)
3
5
638
638

*for the period June-Sep 2015

The number of opposing and neutral parents has generally decreased over the years. There is a significant downward
movement in the percentage of neutral parents in 2014-15, indicating more and more parents getting actively
involved in their children’s education. Conversely, there is remarkable increase in the percentage of motivated
parents. This indicates increasingly growing positive impact of PPCE.
Table 14 Differences Noticed in Parental Behavior before and after PPCE Intervention

Parent
Category
Opposing
Before
Intervention

Neutral

Motivated

Opposing

Neutral

After
Intervention
Motivated

Demonstrated Behaviors
Explicitly state that they don't see any value in educating their children
Feel school is insecure
Pay no attention to their children
Did not provide correct information to staff
Did not show any eagerness to enrol their child(ren)
Gave various excuses for enrolment
Showed eagerness to enrol their child(ren)
Agreed to visit school and enrol their child(ren)
Visited school for enrolment
Actions Taken
Did not enrol their children despite repeated counselling
Parents did not come for enrolment as promised
Migrated without informing anyone
Do not take interest in sending their children regularly to school
Did not complete transfer formalities but children are going to another
school
Try to convince other parents in the community to enrol their children
Fund transport of their children
Take responsibility in terms of dropping the child to school, getting him
ready for school etc
Informed school authorities/completed transfer formalities when they
migrated
Visited school for Parent Teacher Meeting/to get their questions
clarified
Fixed their residence to educate their children

No. of
Parents*
43
7
16
4
21
82
418
415
4
34
76
89
21
35
104
32
398
98
361
48

*Multiple responses: Figures do not add up.
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The differences in demonstrated behavior are indicative of the qualitative changes brought about by the positive
influence of PPCE.
The motivated parents have become proactive after intervention. They are taking the initiative in the process of
sending children to school. They complete the transfer procedures and guide others, attend meetings and assume
more responsibility.
Table 15 Parents’ involvement in children’s enrolment

Year of enrolment

Number of children enrolled

Percentage of parents’ who participated in
enrolment of their children
2012-13
200
0
2013-14
655
16.1
2014-15
506
68.1
2015-16
349
81
There was no involvement of parents in children’s enrolment formalities in 2012-13. The PPCE started in 2013.
Initially the parents’ involvement was low (only 16.1% in 2013-14).This percentage increased dramatically to 68.1%
in 2014-15 and continued to increase steadily to 81% in 2015-16.
In 2015-16 among the 81% who participated in enrolment of their children nearly half of them needed assistance
from Door Step School, highlighting the fact that assistance in the form of locating the nearest school, filling up
enrolment form is still needed.
Table 16: Year wise comparison of number of parents completing transfer formalities

Academic
year
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16

School
children
200
674
774
934

going

No.
of
Migrated
Children(%)
77 (39%)
277 (41%)
228 (29%)
191 (20%)

No. of Children
Tracked
after
Migration (%)
No data
130 (47%)
155 (68%)
102 (53%)

Migrated
children
attending school (%)
No data
120 (92%)
132 (85%)
99 (97%)

Completed
Transfer
Formalities %
No data
0
84 (64%)
98 (99%)

In 2013-14 and 2014-15 the process followed to arrive at the number of school going children is:
New enrolment + Children enrolled in previous year(s) and continuing in school in the new academic year

In 2015-16, the process followed is:
New enrolment + Children who completed the previous academic year
As the project counsels parents on “how to complete transfer formalities”, parents who migrate in Apr-May, are
expected to enrol their children in school in June and the previous school is expected to receive a “Transfer
Certificate” request. The expectation here is that the children who completed the academic year either come
back to school in June when the school re-opens or send a request for “school transfer certificate” from the school
where they are enrolled in June. This is because the parents have been counseled on continuity in school and
school transfer formalities
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However, 87 children (continuing from previous years) migrated before the academic year started. They were also
followed up but could not be traced. Hence the % tracked after migration is 53%
From the above observations it is recommended that the project implement the following
1) During April and May, keep a tab on children who complete their academic year and reemphasize to parents
the school transfer formalities
2) Maintain the details of these children in the project data base and track - how many of them come back to
school in June. For the ones that don’t, track whether a request for transfer certificate has been received.
The number of children tracked after migration has gone up and can be attributed to PPCE strategies. The increase
in number of children completing transfer formalities has also gone up considerably pointing to the fact that more
parents are executing their responsibilities of participating in their children’s education. It is interesting to note that
in the year 2013-14, none of the children who migrated completed the migration formalities.
It has been observed that few migrant parents have homes and families in their sending district. They retain the
school admission of their children when they move out in search of livelihood. In the destination city their children
are either not enrolled or are enrolled under age appropriate enrolment. When they migrate they don’t complete
the migration formalities as they know their children’s admission is retained back home.
There is a drop in percentage of children tracked after migration in 2015-16. This is because of the change in the way
children continuing from last academic year was captured.
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6. Good Practices
The good practices can be classified into three stages of the project
a) Initial stage –the first 8-10 months of the project
b) Intermediate stage - the next 18-24 months of the project
c) Withdrawal stage –the last 6-8 months of the project
Practice Description
Children who are irregular or consistently absent from school are followed up
and counseled to come back to school
Bridge classes for children who had difficulty coping with the school syllabus.
Shikshan Mitra: Some of the dedicated parents as well as well-wishers from the
community become Shikshan Mitras. They coach children, do motivational work
and generally help out with the PPCE. They participate in all the activities of DSS
and help with the programme.
Get together of migrated parents/children
Get together of Shikshan Mitra
Free Transport support for commuting children to school and back.
Kautuk meetings

Implementation Stage
All three
Initial & Intermediate
Stage
Intermediate
&
Withdrawal Stage

Intermediate Stage
Intermediate Stage
Initial & Intermediate
Stage
Withdrawal Stage

Some of the arguments used for convincing parents are listed below. The complete list is available in the project
toolkit.
Problem at hand
When both parents go to work, eldest child
cannot attend school as he/she has to look
after the younger sibling(s)

Migrants whose mother tongue is not Marathi
do not want to enrol their children in a Marathi
school. They believe their children will face
difficulties in school.
Parents refuse to enrol their children citing
they are moving to another place/site after
one or two weeks. Actually, this might be an
excuse to shoo away the field staff
Communicating withdrawal of transport
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Argument used while counseling individuals
Encourage individuals to find solutions for the problems instead
of keeping the child away from school by asking “How did you
manage to look after your first child? Did you stop working
when he/she was a baby? Do the same now and send the elder
one to school”.
Children pick up languages fast and will not forget the language
spoken at home. Also, the child will be able to converse in two
languages. He/she will be able to guide you when you use public
transport by reading their display board, help you to converse
with the local grocer, vegetable vendor etc.
After enquiring about their movement plans, tell them to find
out the nearest school in their destination area and enrol their
children. Also, mention that “We will be visiting this site after
two weeks and if we find you here, your children have to be
enrolled in school”.
Tell them that, while we are around, we want to be assured that
you have developed the capability of sending your children to
school every day. In case of any difficulty we can help you if
necessary. This way we are assured that you will continue to
send your child to school even if we move out.
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7. Conclusions
The conclusions presented here are based on the last three-year project data.
Child level

•

•
•
•
•

Coverage of difficult to reach children - 31% of the children in the age group of 5-14 years are
spread across 70% of project sites, highlighting the fact that there are many sites with fewer
families (1-4 families) and may not get addressed by NGOs or any government run program.
Project like PPCE help in mainstreaming these children
Improvement in tracking migrants - The number of migrated children that were tracked by DSS
has increased from 47% of the migrated children in 2013-14 to 79% in 2015-16.
Retention after migration - The number of migrated children who were tracked and are attending
school has also increased from 92.3% in 2013-14 to 97% in 2015-16.
Retention in same school - The ratio of 2012-13 enrolled children who continued into the next
year to 2015-16 is very low: 9-10%. With efforts put in through PPCE the ratio has increased
considerably and steadily in 2013-14 and 2014-15.
Attendance levels have steadily improved in the 3 years of PPCE. Attendance levels in the second
term of each year are higher than in the first term. However, they are still below the accepted
good attendance levels i.e. 80% attendance

•
•

Increased enrolment resulting in increased retention indicates positive impact of PPCE.
Attendance and retention are related and together show a greater motivation to remain in the
school system
The percentage of children who were either Irregular or consistently absent from school has
dropped from 23% to 9% after PPCE intervention

Parent Level
• The general education level of fathers is higher than that of mothers. Where the parents are
illiterate the percentage of non-enrolled children is 3.1%. This becomes lesser as father’s
education level becomes higher.
• The type of occupation of the father seems to be relevant to the child’s enrolment. When the
fathers are skilled workers, the concern for children’s education is greater.
• There is remarkable increase in the percentage of motivated parents. This indicates increasingly
growing positive impact of PPCE.
Attitude changes
• Some parents with positive attitudes have evolved to become Shikshan Mitras.
• Parents have become more aware of enrolment procedures and school transfer formalities
• The Parental involvement in children’s education is visible in terms of concrete actions taken by
Parents like – participation in school enrolment, attending Parent Teacher Meetings, Packing a
snack for the child, buying the required stationery items etc.
• After the gradual withdrawal of transport facility, initially there was opposition. Later, the people
were convinced. Now they spend on transport. Older children take the younger ones to school.

Observations
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•
•
•
•

Persistence of the workers and desire on the part of children to attend school has brought positive
results.
The body language of the children who go to school tells the story of the effect of schooling and
being with other children. It has helped their socialization and made them more confident to
speak out and communicate with outsiders.
The elders of the community show a dependent attitude and show inertia, but the youngsters are
enthusiastic.
Some families retain the school admission of their children in their village when they move out in
search of livelihood and are reluctant to enrol in their destination city. Even if they enrol they do
not complete the transfer formalities when they migrate.

8. Recommendations
The methodology described in section 2 is working well and is being successfully replicated in two
other areas of Pune. The following recommendations are for further improvements
1) The project team is unable to assess whether the children who migrate after the closure of
academic year are continuing in school or not as they do not have the details of their migration.
Neither do the parents call them after the school reopens. To address this gap, the team can keep
a close watch on them during the months of April and May and reemphasize to parents the school
transfer formalities and ask them to contact the project staff or the school once the academic
year reopens.
2) Maintain the details of children who have completed the academic year and track - how many of
them come back to school in June. For the ones that don’t, track whether a request for transfer
certificate is received.
3) Track continuity of children who migrated and their attendance levels over telephone or through
postal communication.
4) Site supervisors can be trained as “Shikshan Mitra”
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Appendix I: Baseline Survey Form
Field Name
S. No.
Date of survey
Type of Site
Builder Name
Site Name
Site Address
Labour camp

Description
Date of Survey
Construction Site,
Brick Kiln
Slum
Name of the Builder if it’s a construction site
Name of Construction Site
Address of Site
Exists
Does not exist
Is Expected

When is the site
expected
to
complete

Approximate duration of construction

No. of families
Map Reference

No. of families with children in the age group 5-14 years

Site
In-charge
Name
and
Contact No
Signature of Site
In-charge
with
Date
Nearest School
0 to 3
3 to 5
6 to 8
8-14 years

Name of Nearest School
Number of children in the age group 0-3 years
Number of children in the age group 3-5 years
Number of children in the age group 6-8 years
Number of children in the age group 8-14 years

Remarks
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Appendix II: Parent Survey (Interview) Form

Parent Interview Form
साईटचे / वस्तीचे नाव:

Reference No.
पालकाांची मादिती

दिनाांक:

शिक्षण

कामाचे स्वरूप

वडिलाांचे नाव:
आईचे नाव:
नातेवाईकाचे नाव:
सांपकक क्रमाांक १:

राज्य:

सांपकक क्रमाांक २:

मातभ
ृ ाषा:

येथे असणाऱ्या मल
ु ाांची माहिती
क्र.

मल
ु ाचे नाव

शलांग

वय

इयत्ता

िाळे त जातो

नातेवाईकािी

(M/F)

नाते

१

येथे

गावी

नािी

२

येथे

गावी

नािी

३

येथे

गावी

नािी

४

येथे

गावी

नािी

५

येथे

गावी

नािी

मल
ु ाांना िाळे त िाखल करणार का नािी

तर

भाषा

कारण ?

िोय

थोिे दिवस

कसे जाणार-येणार ?

वाितक
ु ीचे साधन

नािी

भावांिाांना साांभाळणे / घरकाम
जन्म िाखला नािी

इतर

शिकून काय करणार ?

आर्थकक

िेरा:
पालक गट:

Motivated

Neutral

ठे केिाराचे नाव:
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सांपकक क्रमाांक:
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शाळे सांदर्ाात पाठपरु ावा

शाळे चे नाव:

मल
ु ाचे नाव

गैरिजेरीचे गट:

र्ेटीची
तारीख

इयत्ता

सतत गैरिजर

गैरिजर कालावधी

अननयशमत

गैरिजेरीचे
कारण

ररमाका

अनर्
ु व:
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Appendix III: Behavior Indicator Rating Scale
Description

Type

Code
Number

Showed eagerness/enthusiasm to enrol children

Before

M21

Agreed to visit school for enrolment
School going child (at the time intervention)
Visited school for enrolment
Take responsibility of sending to school daily, buy required stationery etc.
Children attend private tuitions (after school enrolment)
Encourage other parents to enrol children
Completed migration formalities, enrolled children after migration
Know about Mycard
Attend PTMs, visit school if child has any issues in school
Fixed Residence
Child in residential school and parents migrate
Understand RTE
Did not take TC but children go to school
Did not give proper information to project staff
Did not show any enthusiasm to enrol children
Language barrier
Sibling care
House hold chores/taking care of house
Learning level barrier due to age appropriate enrolment
Non-availability of transport
Not willing to enrol girl child
Did not visit school for enrolment
Migrate without informing school not taking TC and not enrolling children after
migration
Did not attend PTMs
Do not take any interest or responsibility in children’s education
Support children when they refuse to go to school
Stubborn child (doesn’t listen to parents)
Do not value education
Feel school is insecure
Despite repeated counseling did not agree to enrol children
Give excuses for non-enrolment

Before
Before
After
After
After
After
After
After
After
After
After
Before or After
After
Before
Before
Before or After
Before or After
Before or After
Before
After
Before
After
After

M22
M23
M31
M32
M33
M34
M35
M36
M37
M38
M39
M40
M41
N21
N22
N51
N52
N53
N54
N55
N56
N23
N24

After
After
After
After
Before
Before or After
After
After

N25
N26
N27
N28
O21
O22
O31
O32
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tables
Table 17: Parents’ occupation and status of enrolment of their children

Number of fathers whose children are
Occupation

Enrolled

Farmer
Skilled, employed

Total

Enrolled

Not Enrolled

Grand Total

10

0

10

6

0

6

118

11

129

2

0

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

Skilled, Self Employed
Unskilled, employed

Not Enrolled

Number of mothers whose children are

350

27

377

387

30

417

Unskilled, self Employed

20

0

20

4

0

4

Unskilled, traditional occupation

26

0

26

5

0

5

2

0

2

107

8

115

Migrated*

34

2

36

34

2

36

Not Captured**

37

0

37

53

0

53

598

40

638

598

40

638

Unemployed

Grand Total

* Families migrated before data collection
**Data was not yet collected when this report was made
Table 18: Term wise, Gender wise comparison of attendance across three academic years

Attendance
Levels
0-10%10
11-20%
21-30%
31-40%
41-50%
51-60%
61-70%
71-80%
81-90%
Above 90%
Total Children
10

#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#

AY 2013-14
Term I
Girls
Boys
61
59
(34)
(31)
1
4
(1)
(2)
5
3
(3)
(2)
5
7
(3)
(4)
8
12
(5)
(6)
16
17
(9)
(9)
16
9
(9)
(5)
23
20
(13)
(11)
22
22
(12)
(12)
20
37
(11)
(19)
177
190

AY 2013-14
Term II
Girls
Boys
27
24
(15)
(16)
6
11
(3)
(6)
1
4
(1)
(2)
6
8
(3)
(4)
18
12
(10)
(6)
15
10
(8)
(5)
17
33
(10)
(17)
22
16
(12)
(18)
16
18
(9)
(9)
49
54
(28)
(28)
177
190

AY 2014-15
Term I
Girls
Boys
57
57
(12)
(24)
4
5
(1)
(2)
4
8
(1)
(3)
12
11
(4)
(4)
26
16
(9)
(6)
24
27
(9)
(11)
33
31
(12)
(12)
39
33
(14)
(13)
47
21
(17)
(8)
33
44
(22)
(17)
279
253

AY 2014-15
Term II
Girls
Boys
23
21
(8)
(8)
4
1
(3)
(0)
5
2
(2)
(1)
7
10
(3)
(4)
13
15
(5)
(6)
21
15
(8)
(6)
32
23
(11)
(9)
46
37
(16)
(15)
60
42
(22)
(17)
68
87
(24)
(34)
279
253

AY 2015-16
Term I
Girls
Boys
32
14
(10)
(3)
10
6
(3)
(2)
2
6
(1)
(2)
10
10
(3)
(3)
11
11
(3)
(3)
26
22
(8)
(7)
22
34
(7)
(10)
49
51
(15)
(16)
47
71
(14)
(22)
120
97
(36)
(30)
329
324

Number of children with a given attendance level
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Table 19: Academic Year 2015-16 - Attendance Levels of Children continuing until Term I completion and children who migrated

Attendance level
0-10%
11-20%
21-30%
31-40%
41-50%
51-60%
61-70%
71-80%
81-90%
>90%
Total

All Enrolled Children
170 (20%)
27 (3%)
22 (3%)
27 (3%)
29 (3%)
57 (7%)
63 (8%)
108 (13%)
121 (14%)
219 (26%)
843
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Children Continuing until
Term I completion
48 (7%)
16 (2%)
8 (1%)
20 (3%)
22 (3%)
48 (7%)
56 (8%)
100 (15%)
118 (18%)
217 (33%)
653

Migrated Children
122 (64%)
11 (6%)
14 (7%)
7 (4%)
7 (4%)
9 (5%)
7 (4%)
8 (4%)
3 (2%)
2 (1%)
190
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Appendix IV: Map of Project Area
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Appendix V: Photo Gallery of Promotional Activities

Figure 23: Street Play

Figure 24: Independence Day Celebrations
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Figure 25: Puppet Show on Health & Hygiene

Figure 26: Story Telling session

Figure 27: 100% attendance awards
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Appendix VI: List of Schools where the Project was implemented
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

School Name
PMC Girls School Kondhwa Sidharth Nagar School
PMC School Kondhwa (Somji School, Boys)
Annasaheb Mager Prathamik School (Mohammedwadi School Boys)
Annasaheb Mager Prathamik School (Mohammedwadi School Girls)
PMC Girls School Kondhwa (Somji School, Girls)
ZP School, Handewadi
ZP School Pisoli
ZP School, Undri
ZP School Yevlewadi (Boys)
ZP School Yevlewadi (Girls)
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School No.
108 B
174 B
185 B
23 B
95 G
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
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Appendix VII: Project Toolkit
Project toolkit consisting of project templates, tools, assets includes the following and is available with Door Step
School.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Baseline Survey Form and the corresponding tool
Parent interview Form and the corresponding tool
Training Material
Behavior Indicator rating scale
My Card
Street Play Script
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